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Scotsburn – A Boutique Production Nursery. 

OUR MISSION 
Great gardening is healthy, rewarding, richly variable and environmentally positive.  So are 
our plants. 

Great teams are made up of skilled, well trained, passionate, happy people empowered to 
work independently towards a common goal.  So will our team. 

Great organizations care for their staff and their customers, they provide direction and listen 
to advice, and they are financially sound and invest in the future.  This will be our company. 

AT SCOTSBURN WE VALUE:
Teamwork 
 

“We’re a happy team at Scotsburn”.  Sporting analogies can be 
over done, but there is little more inspiring than blending of the 
strengths and talents of individuals in a great team.  Great teams 
stick together and work toward a mutual goal. 

Respect, Trust and 
Reliability. 

“Just a little bit”.  Great teams are built on respect for, trust in 
and reliance on each other. 

Honesty 
 

“Honesty is the best policy”.  Not everything goes to plan, 
especially not when we work with nature.  Honesty in victory 
and defeat binds teams together and makes them stronger. 

Responsibility and 
Commitment 

Every member of a great team is committed to and responsible 
for the success of their own role and looks to support their team 
mates wherever possible. 

Communication Where are we going, why are we going and when will we get 
there? 

Quality 
 

“There is no substitute” OK, stole that one, but it is very true.  
We value quality in everything we do, we might produce 
premium and budget products but we will always use the best 
materials, tools and practices.   
If it’s worth doing, it’s worth doing properly. 

Community 
 

Our business is part of the community and will only prosper if 
our community is healthy and vibrant.  Wherever possible we 
support community projects and requests for assistance. 

Environment 
 

We believe that our plants improve the environment, so our 
practices and principals must do the same.  Not everyone will 
agree with our decisions, but we always remember our 
environmental responsibility. 

Gardening Often we get wrapped up in the process of ‘manufacturing’ 
plants.  We value gardens, gardening and gardeners because 
they are such an important part of the identity of our society. 

Fun Gardening might be good for you, it may be good for the 
environment, it may even have artistic merit, but nobody will 
garden if they don’t have some fun. 
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Scotsburn – A Boutique Production Nursery. 
 
We’ve been training in business planning and now we have a Mission and Values.  Of 
course this is what we have been trying to achieve all along without having written anything 
down.  I have used the boutique winery analogy previously and I am constantly nagging our 
team with sport metaphors, so for something different I have recently been comparing 
Scotsburn to a Jazz Band. 

A Jazz band?  Yep.  There is that constant effort to find something special and new within 
the context of a simple format.  Each Spring season we try to create the next hit album 
without drifting too far into the unlistenably (yes I did invent that word) experimental.  At 
Scotsburn we grow annuals and some perennials from seed.  That’s it really, but we reckon 
that we do it with that little extra touch of style that can only be achieved in a small business.  
We are specialists in the field and we will look at every opportunity to add quality and value 
to all the plants we grow. 

The great improvisational Jazz players practice for years to master their craft.  Similarly we 
have reached the stage that we are confident that our plants will be the best available because 
we enjoy the craft of growing and we have the experience, discipline and skills to ensure that 
we consistently produce the highest quality. 

The presentation of our seedlings and colour pots is intended to be fresh and bright. We aim 
to attract consumer attention on your benches and to turn stock over quickly. Of course as 
growers our focus is on producing plants that will ‘hold’ in the retail environment and thrive 
once taken home.  Our contact details are printed on our labels because we are confident of 
the quality of our plants. 

Bedding plants are perishable products! Waste, shrinkage, dumpage, call it what you will, is 
the critical factor for both seedling growers and resellers alike.  Experience tells us that 
minimising waste is only possible through careful planning and close communication 
between grower and seller.  This is our specialist area and we have an enormous store of 
information that we would love to share with our retailers.  Given the opportunity we have 
had remarkable success in both increasing selected retailer’s turn over and reducing their 
wastage, simply by creating a close grower-retailer relationship. 

Our catalogue is written primarily with our resellers in mind, although we hope it is equally 
useful to the various growers, councils and landscapers for whom we raise flower and 
vegetable seedlings.  Our aim is to provide you with the highest quality product and service 
possible, and we hope that this catalogue enhances our service with concise, practical 
information. 

Thanks for having a look.  All the best for the season, 

 

Peter Douglas 
Nursery Manager 
July 2007 
 

Funky Flowers for Groovy Gardeners 
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Our core principals of customer service. 
Adaptability We see flexibility as a key point of difference. 

Sowing our own seed is critical to our ability to tailor bedding 
plant products to suit specific retailer requirements. 
Our size and our physical and management set up allow for 
development of short run products to enhance the individuality of 
retailers. 

Branding We understand that very few horticultural brands are readily 
recognized by consumers.  We have developed a range of product 
brands that are aimed at clearly identifying themselves on the 
retail shelf. 
Our labeling and Point of Sale promotional material is 
professional and distinctive offering the retailer a bedding display 
with a genuinely independent look and feel. 

Consistency of 
supply 

Seasons never run exactly to plan and in these days of tight 
margins bedding plan growers allow very little surplus 
production.  Of course this can lead to a lack of available stock in 
times of higher than expected demand.  Understanding that this is 
inevitable we have contingencies in our planning to minimize the 
impact.  Most importantly we communicate constantly with our 
customers and work closely with key customers to ensure they are 
given first choice of available stock. 

Price Our pricing policy is to offer good value on all our product 
ranges.  Our prices will not be the cheapest, but we will rarely be 
the most expensive. 

Product quality We always use the best quality materials available and as a 
NIASA accredited production nursery use industry best practice in 
all our processes.  We offer a full replacement guarantee on all 
plants that we sell that do not perform to expectation in your 
display or the consumer’s garden. 

Retail Display Where ever possible we integrate named varieties through our 
ranges to ensure that we keep constantly updating the retail 
display. 

Range A critical driver of bedding plant sales is the balance of range and 
availability.  Our primary focus is on ensuring the best sellers are 
continuously available. 

Service There are many elements involved in business to business service, 
so ensuring we fulfill your requirements when and how you need 
is our first priority. 

Shrinkage Bedding plants are perishable products.  We aim to develop strong 
relationships with our key retailers that encourage active and 
progressive retailing while protecting both parties from excessive 
Dumpage. 
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SCOTSBURN NURSERIES 
300 PERRY ROAD KEYSBOROUGH VIC 3173 

A B N 48 693 178 039 
 

KEY TO SYMBOLS: 
 

GS Great Scot Hybrid  Premium flower seedlings. 
 MFG My Flower Garden  Metric flower seedlings. 

FF Funky Flower Pack  Advanced Premium seedlings. 

CI Detailed cultural information leaflet available. 
 BPA Bedding Plants Australia promotional varieties. 

 
Note 1: The five-digit number beneath the variety name is our Stock Code. 
Note 2 “Planting to Flower”: relates to green seedlings only. It does not include Funky 

Flowers, Funky Fresh Vegetables, Funky Fresh Herbs or Funky Flower Pots. 
 

LAMINATED POSTERS 
A4 Posters and point of sale material is available for all our Special Blends together with 
Bedding Plants Australia promotional material. Please call the office or speak to our sales 
representative if you require copies. 
 

CULTURAL INFORMATION 
Leaflets are available for Cyclamen, Godetia, Linaria, Nierembergia, Pansy, Primula, 
Snapdragon, Basil, Brassica vegetables, Capsicum, Onions, Tomatoes and others. Please call 
us if you require copies. 

Doeg Investments Pty Ltd 
As Trustee for the Wood Family Trust 

Trading as 

Telephone  03 9798 7066 

Facsimile  03 9798 3121 

Email sales@scotsburn.biz

Web  www.scotsburn.biz 
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OUR MAN OF FLOWERS 
 
David Oswald Wood,  
14th July 1915 – 6th December 2005 
 
Our founder and mentor David Wood passed away on the 6th December 2005, aged 
90.  David was also a founding member of Bedding Plants Australia and an 
inaugural trader at NAIV’s Trade day at Caribbean Gardens. 
Throughout his working life David was employed within the floristry and 
horticultural industries.  At 15 years he began work as a delivery boy for  
W T Vickerman Florist, Balaclava (in those days deliveries were by bicycle or 
tram).  He could tell many a tall tale of deliveries around-and-about Melbourne, his 
favourite; delivering flowers to passenger ships at Princes Pier, Port Melbourne, 
where no doubt he dreamed of travel and exotic adventures. From there he moved 
on to become a driver/salesman for Fred Linton (operating as Fred Linton 
Nurseryman), though not entirely leaving his background of floristry behind.  David 
frequently purchased flowers from the wholesale market and or picked foliage from 
his home garden and sold them to his retail customers (without Fred's knowledge). 
In 1945 David, then 30 years old, purchased the business from Fred and renamed it 
Scotsburn Nurseries, after the Scotsburn estate in South Oakleigh where the nursery 
was sited.  David successfully ran the nursery for many years and was extremely 
proud of his well known title "Uncle Dave" amongst the seedling growing 
fraternity.  He was also justly proud of the next generation nurserymen who started 
their careers at Scotsburn and honed their skills before moving on to start their own 
businesses.  His simple tenet was "hard work" at the sharp end of nursery 
production.  His prowess as a salesman was quite legendary at the wholesale 
market; he acknowledged later in life that his real talent was perhaps as a salesman 
rather than a grower. 
David retired in the early 1970s, leaving the nursery in the care of a manager, but 
continued his involvement and very keen interest in Scotsburn all his life.  He was 
well satisfied when his children Robert and Janet involved themselves in the 
nursery in the mid 1980s, and was more than delighted when Peter, the eldest of his 
three grandsons opted for a career in horticulture and now manages Scotsburn. 
David, like so many of his generation knew great hardship in his early life, but 
through sheer grit and determination he succeeded in his chosen path.  As a family 
we are very proud of his endeavor and achievements and are grateful for his legacy. 
David is survived by his 2 children, 6 grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren. 
Vale David. 
 
Janet Douglas 
July2006. 
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PREMIUM SEASONAL SPECIALS 
 

Seasonally, we produce a selected range of premium colour pots: Cyclamen, Gerbera and 
Primula obconica. 

1.1.1 CYCLAMEN ‘Latinia’ 
The ‘Latinia’ Cyclamen is the very latest in breeding from the Morel Seed Company, France.  
Previously we have grown true ‘mini cyclamen’. The ‘Latinia’ series is different however, as 
the flowers are large to mid size while the plant is still compact enough to be presented in 
125mm pots.  The multiple, centrally bunched flowers balance each pot beautifully.  The 
main reason we chose ‘Latinia’ Cyclamen however was the fabulous colour range including: 
pure white, white with eye, scarlet-red, salmon with eye, deep salmon, brilliant rose, flamed 
salmon and bright purple. ‘Latinia’ Cyclamen will flower abundantly over a long period, 
remembering that like all flowering plants, optimum flowering comes with plenty of light.  
So display indoors for short periods only then return to a sunny, sheltered spot.  Cyclamen 
will flower in successive seasons but it is essential to re-pot in late Spring with “fresh” 
potting mix.   12 x 125mm pots per carton. 

1.1.2 CYCLAMEN ‘Miracle’ 
A miniature variety of Cyclamen with interesting patterned leaves and many dainty flowers 
that are held well above the leaves.  Miracle Cyclamen are disease resistant and can be kept 
successfully for several flowering seasons.  A bonus is their delicate perfume.  ‘Miracles’ 
require similar growing conditions to those of ‘Latinia’.  20 x 100mm pots per carton. 

Miracle and Latinia Cyclamen also make excellent outdoor bedding plants. 

1.1.3 GERBERA Scotsburn Selection 
Demand for Gerberas begins weeks in advance of their readiness.  In other words Gerbera is 
the most popular seasonal crop we grow, their bright happy colours appeal to most 
customers.  We have selected from a range of seed grown Gerberas, looking for compact 
habit (to 25cm), multiple flowers and a range of flower types including singles, doubles and 
dark eyed varieties.  Colours range from white through cream, yellow, gold, orange, salmon, 
rust, scarlet and deep pink.  Having selected our own colour mix we have emphasised the 
really bright reds, oranges and gold. 

Gerberas are presented in 125mm pots.  12 per carton.  

1.1.4 PRIMULA obconica ‘Twilly Touch Me’
With large, bright flowers in a great colour range over a long season and natural pest 
resistance, Primula obconica was one of the best potted-colour items available.  There was 
however one problem, the natural pest repellent ‘primin’ was also an excellent people 
repellent, causing allergic skin reactions in growers, retailers and consumers.  The ‘Touch 
Me’ series hybrid P. obconica has been bred primin free. ‘Touch Me’ is therefore a real 
break through in plant breeding, as the plant, while primin free, has retained good resistance 
to insect pests, great flower colours and growth habit. 

The ‘Touch Me’ series obconica make an ideal pot specimen, as growth habit is compact 
with basal branching.  Flower size and colour range is excellent; colours include blue, 
lavender, salmon, magenta, pink and white.  ‘Touch me’ can also be grown outdoors in 
bright light and in a well sheltered position.  Presented in 200mm pots.  5 per carton. 
 

FUNKY FLOWERS FOR GROOVY GARDENERS 
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ORDERS AND DELIVERIES 
 

Any queries regarding stock can be addressed to our sales people who have more than seven years 
experience in the field, and are happy to advise on selection and display of your stock.  Production 
staff at the nursery is also qualified and experienced and have access to an extensive range of 
material on cultural queries regarding any of our products. 
 
Seedling and bloomer availability sheets are prepared each Monday morning or more frequently as 
required.  For general order delivery we ask you to fax or telephone your requirements through by 
12.00 noon the day prior to delivery. We believe it is imperative for the retailer to replenish stock 
frequently, and consequently, we offer two regular calls per week.  If, however, you need stock 
between your regular calls please contact us and we will do our very best to deliver within 24 hours.  
Wherever possible forward ordering for large quantities is appreciated. 
 

Should you have any further queries please do not hesitate to contact  
Kaye, Peter or Jan by ‘phone on  03 9798 7066,  fax us on  03 9798 3121 

 or  E-mail us at:    sales@scotsburn.biz 
 

TRADING TERMS 
 

• Minimum Order $200.00 
 

• Settlement discount: 
3% off the nett amount of invoices paid by the end the month following delivery. 

 

• Delivery is free throughout the Melbourne Metropolitan and Geelong areas.  Deliveries via 
Heath’s or Van Berkels Plant Transport for country customers is free of charge but we must 
insist on $300.00 minimum orders, otherwise a $35.00 Delivery fee will be charged. 

 

• Errors and Claims: please notify us within seven days of any invoicing errors or claims for 
replacement of stock so they can be dealt with immediately to our mutual satisfaction. 

 

DISCLAIMER 
 

All our plants and seedlings are offered and sold subject to the following conditions of sale.  The label 
photograph and description under which our plants and seedlings are sold signifies, no more than we believe 
they have been selected from reliable stocks and in no case does the description signify that the resultant crop 
will grow true to our description.  We give no warranty expressed or implied, as to the description, growth, 
quality, purity or productiveness of the seedlings or other goods and will not be responsible for the resultant 
crop.  We endeavour to maintain supplies of all the seedling varieties listed in this catalogue throughout the 
season; however, we feel we must warn customers that there are times when this is just not possible. 
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AGERATUM 
Ageratum houstonianum 
(ASTERACEAE) 
 
Groups of tiny powder-puff type flowers, which form a compact head.  Leaves are heart-
shaped, mid-green.  Frost tender.  Makes an excellent border plant, or container specimen. 
 
Blue Mink Powder blue flowers in large clusters, up to 8cm across.          MFG 
40000 

Jazz mix Shades of blue, pink and white.     GS 
10005 

Height 15cm 
Spacing 20 - 25cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  Aug - Jan. 
 

ALYSSUM 
Lobularia maritima 
(CRUCIFERAE) 
 
Pincushions of honey scented flowers, commonly referred to as "Sweet Alice".  Good for 
rockeries and borders, performs best in Spring and late Summer, rather than the heat of mid 
Summer. 
 
Alice White Masses of Snow White flowers on very compact plants. 
10120                    MFG 
 

Easter Bonnet Great uniformity and compact habit. Colours include deep pink, 
85004   rose, lavender, violet and white.     FF 
 

Snow Crystals Masses of Snow White flowers on very compact plants. 
85005            FF 
 

Blueberry Coulis Rich purple/violet flowers. 
10117                    MFG 
 

Cameo A favourite blend of five pastel colours.            MFG 
10110 

 
Height 8cm 
Spacing 15cm 
Planting to Flower 5 weeks 
Available  All year. 
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AQUILEGIA 
Aquilegia vulgaris 
(RANUNCULACEAE) 
Old fashioned Columbines (Granny's Bonnets) are well loved by many gardeners.  Noted for 
its unusual flower form, with two layers of petals forming the flower with long or short spurs 
at the flower base.  A perennial that may be used as a border or for informal planting and 
containers.  Preferring to be planted in the cooler months for early Spring flower display, they 
are cold and frost tolerant, but need shelter from direct sun. 

McKana's Giants Very large flowers in clear colours with long attractive spurs. 
30810            GS 

Height   40 - 50cm 
Spacing  30cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Feb - Aug. 

 

ASTER 
Callistephus chinensis 
(ASTERACEAE) 
 
Double or semi double daisy flowers.  Dark green hairy, serrated leaves.  Best to plant in 
different position each year to avoid disease.  Excellent cut flower.  Plant through the Spring 
for a bright Summer and Autumn flower display. 
 
Perfection: Mixed colours; including red, pink, blue and white.  Wilt resistant. 
10223                    MFG 
 
Height 75cm 
Spacing 25 - 30cm 
Planting to Flower 10 weeks 
Available  Sep. - Dec. 

 

BEGONIA 
Begonia semperflorens 
(BEGONIACEAE) 
 
Although originally a tropical plant, bedding Begonias thrive in Melbourne gardens.  They are 
free flowering, through all but the coldest months, and though preferring shade during the 
heat of the day, adapt to a wide range of planting conditions.  Great for pots, baskets and 
borders. 
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BEGONIA  Continued. 
Organdy mix Bronze and green leaves, mixed colours.            MFG 
40017 

Rio mix Bronze leaves, mixed flower colours.     GS 
10150 

Varsity mix Green leaves with mixed colours.     GS 
10130 
 
Height 20cm 
Spacing 20cm 
Planting to Flower 5 weeks 
Available  All year. 

 

CAMPANULA 
Campanula medium calycanthema 
(CAMPANULACEAE) 
 
A cottage garden favourite. Tall stately flower spikes rise from a dense rosette of leaves. 
Flowers are often called ‘cup and saucer’ and are arranged along the spikes. Slow to flower, 
but well worth the wait. 
 
Canterbury Bells Pastel colours, including blues, pinks, 
10144 lavenders and white.  Best grown in full sun but require some 

protection from extreme heat.      GS 
 
Height 50 - 60cm 
Spacing 30cm 
Planting to Flower Approximately 5 months. 
Available  Feb. - Aug 

 

CALENDULA 
Calendula officinalis 
(ASTERACEAE) 
 
A hardy annual, winter to spring flowering with wide flowers similar to chrysanthemum in a 
range of orange and yellows, and lance shaped leaves. 
 
Pacific Beauty Double flowers in a blend of orange and yellows with some bicolours. 
30140   dwarf bushy habit              MFG 
 
Height 40-50cm 
Spacing 30- 40 cm 
Available  Feb- Aug 
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CELOSIA 
Celosia plumosa 
(AMARANTHACEAE) 
Celosias are unusual plants which produce brightly coloured feathery plumes with contrasting 
lettuce green foliage. They require full sun, well-drained soil and shelter from the wind. 

Kimono formula mix A dwarf variety, with good branching habit.  
85021   Broad colour range; cream, orange, red, rose, salmon and yellow. 
 FF 

Height 15 - 20cm 
Spacing 20cm 
Available  Nov. - Feb 

 

CHRYSANTHEMUM 
Chrysanthemum spp. 
 (ASTERACEAE) 
A large genus of annual and perennial plants, ranging from ground covers to bushy shrubs.  
Mostly Summer/Autumn flowering. 

paludosum Commonly known as swamp daisy. A small white  
40060  single flower with yellow eye. Prefers damp conditions.           MFG 

Height   25cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All year. 
 

CINERARIA 
Senecio spp 
(ASTERACAEAE) 
Showy annuals ranging from 30 - 45cm tall with flowers that form a large umbel in shades of 
red, blue, white, mauve, purple and bi-colours. Excellent for display beds and containers. 
Plant in Autumn for Winter to early Spring flowering. Keep well watered as the large leaves 
transpire quickly.  Requiring frost free conditions and semi-shade. 
Corsage (dwarf) Good colour range, of both solid and bi-colours, with  
30170    medium sized flowers.             MFG 

Fifth Avenue Improved, dwarf variety.  Rich colours; solid shades of 
30474    pink, rose, brick, blue and white, bi-colours in similar  
 tones with white eye.    BPA  GS 

Height   35 - 40cm 
Spacing  30 - 35cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Feb. - Jul. 
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CINERARIA Continued 
 
Dwarf Miranda series: Very dwarf, free flowering, multiflora plants. Particularly suited to 
container production and available in separate colours. 

Miranda Blue Shades A range of blues.      GS 
30476 

Miranda Mix Multiflora type compact and free flowering.  Full 
30478    colour range of solid and bi-colours.    GS 

Miranda Pink Shades A range of pinks. 
30477            GS 

Miranda White Improved, dwarf variety.  Mid to late flowering. 
30479    Small number of plants have blue eye.   GS 

Height   25 - 30cm 
Spacing  30 - 35cm 
Planting to Flower 10 weeks 
Available  Feb. - Jul. 
 

Silver Dust Used extensively as a foliage plant to highlight flowering varieties in 
30475   mixed bowls and border displays.  Like Alyssum, Silver Cineraria 
should be a part of every 'add-on' sale.  Silver dust is a superb ultra dwarf strain which retains 
its compact habit throughout the summer.  Leaves are deeply cut in a lacy pattern and are 
more intensely silvered than those of other strains.      GS 
Height   25 - 30cm 
Spacing  30 - 35cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Feb. - Jun. 
 
Tapestry (Tall) An old favourite tall variety with an excellent colour range.          MFG 
30470 
Height 40-45cm 
Spacing 25-30cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Feb. - Jul. 
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COSMOS 
Cosmos bipinnatus 
(ASTERACEAE) 
Hardy annuals popular in cottage gardens. Mostly erect habit with fern-like leaves and very 
free flowering. Excellent for background planting. Good for cut flowers. 

Berries n Cream (Dwarf) Delicious shades of pink and cream.   NEW GS 
10184 

Height   45-60 cm 
Spacing 30cm  
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available Oct- Jan 
Sensation mix (Tall) White, pink, mauve.               MFG 
10170 
Height 100cm 
Spacing 30 - 40cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Oct. - Jan. 

 
DAHLIA 

Dahlia X Hybrida 
(ASTERACEAE) 
Double flowers, dwarf habit and a full colour blend.  An excellent bedding plant or for 
containers.  Flowers from November to May.  Good cut flowers. 
 
Hi Dolly Green leaf.  Bright colours, medium sized flowers ranging from  
10190  white to orange, red, crimson and pink.             MFG 
 
Height  50 cm 
Spacing 25 - 30 cm 
Planting to Flower 10 weeks 
Available  Sep. - Feb. 
 

DELPHINIUM  
Delphinium elatum 
(RANUNCULACEAE) 
An elegant addition to any garden, either planted in drifts or as a perennial border. 
 
Magic Fountains Large semi double blooms on compact plants 
30190   excellent for herbaceous borders or cottage gardens.   
 Colours include blues, lilac, pink, and white, some with  
 central “bee” marking.  Excellent cut flower. 
 GS 
Height  60 cm 
Spacing 30 - 40cm 
Planting to Flower Plant in Autumn for Spring flowering. 
Available  Mar. - Oct. 
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DIANTHUS 
Dianthus chinensis 
(CARYOPHYLLACEAE) 
This popular annual from China has a short tufted growth habit and bears masses of single or 
double and sweetly scented flowers. 
 
Corona Cherry Magic A mix of solid cherry, lavender with cherry centres and 
30395   tie-dyed lavender and cherry flowers. 
 The largest Dianthus, flowers are 6-8 cm across. NEW  GS 

Corona Cherry Magic Refer above.        FF 
85019 

Height  30cm 
Spacing 20cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  All year. 
 
Diamond mix A dwarf bedding variety selected for its early flowering and good  
85020   branching habit. Good colour, including Picotee types.  FF 
 
Persian Carpet A dwarf bedding variety with a good range of vibrant colours. 
30390   Persian Carpet needs a sunny position and well fertilised soil. 
 Recommended for borders, massed planting and containers.  GS 
 
Height  15 - 20cm 
Spacing 20cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  All year. 

 

DIGITALIS 
Digitalis purpurea 
(SCROPHULARIACEAE) 
Foxgloves are popular seedlings year round.  Planted after March they will develop big strong 
rosettes of leaves and throw spikes as soon as September arrives.  Planted anytime between 
September and March, Foxys will be flowering in about 12 weeks.  Foxgloves, being very 
tall, add height and good background foliage and colour to any garden. 
 
Foxy A mix of cream, pink and mauve.             MFG 
10220 
 
Height   90 - 100cm 
Spacing  30 - 40cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  All year. 
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ERIGERON 
Erigeron karvinskianus 
(ASTERACEAE) 
The seaside daisy is a wonderful perennial lending itself to many garden situations.  An ideal 
addition to a cottage garden where its gently trailing habit cascades rockeries, retaining walls, 
or pathways.  A profuse flowerer most of the year; small, white flowers with a tinge of pink.  
An excellent hanging basket specimen. 

Karvinskianus Soft, green, fern-like foliage; literally covered in masses of small,  
10226   white flowers.        GS 

Height   20 - 30cm 
Spacing  25 - 30cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  All year. 
 

FOXGLOVE 
Refer Digitalis earlier. 

 

GAZANIA 
Gazania splendens 
(ASTERACEAE) 
A hardy perennial that does well in dry, exposed or coastal areas and makes a perfect ground 
cover. Gazania’s have bright attractive daisy flowers. 

Kiss Series A new F1 hybrid series, with excellent, uniform plant habit and a wide tolerance 
range through drought, heat and salt environments. Large daisy like flowers are produced on 
short sturdy stems. Excellent ground cover or for massed display. Available only in Funky 
Flower Packs. 

Kiss Bronze Star Dark bronze centre with gold tips. 
85022            FF 

Kiss Golden Yellow Warm gold-yellow. 
85028            FF 

Kiss Mahogany Deep tan to red with olive green eye. 
85023            FF 

Kiss mix Vibrant mix of colours. 
85029            FF 

Kiss Rose Mid-rose petals with lighter tips. 
85024            FF 

Kiss White Soft white. 
85026            FF 
 
Height   20-25cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Available  Nov.-Apr. 
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GERANIUM 
Pelargonium x hortorum 
(GERANIACEAE) 
There are over 300 species of annual, biennial and perennial geraniums. Most geraniums like 
growing in acidic, sandy and quick draining soil and will thrive with minimal attention, 
however they are irresistible to caterpillars. 
 
Geranium Sprite mixed An early flowering, dwarf and compact F2 mix, including 
10265    shades of red, rose, pink, salmon, and white. 

Leaves are both zoned and green leafed varieties.         MFG 
 

Height   25-30cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Available  All year 

 

GYPSOPHILA 
Gypsophila muralis 
(CARYOPHYLLACEAE) 
A native of Corsica. It is adaptable to most soils in an open sunny position and is frost 
resistant but drought tender. 
 
Gypsy Rose A very compact dwarf form, with tiny rose pink  
10270    flowers on fine feathery foliage. Ideal for garden  
 beds or containers.      GS 
 
Gypsy Rose Refer above.       FF 
85031  
 
Height   20-25cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Available  Mar.-Nov. 

 

HEUCHERA 
Heuchera sanguinea 
(SAXIFRAGACEAE) 
Commonly known as “Coral Bells”, an old fashioned perennial, suitable for borders or casual 
planting in cottage gardens.  Coral pink bell-like flowers borne on slender spikes with foliage 
that is often interestingly patterned.  Plant through Autumn for Spring/Summer flowering. 
 
Firefly Hardy perennial.  A cottage garden plant with rich, deep coral, 
30205  fragrant flowers.        GS 
 
Height   40cm 
Spacing  30cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Apr. - Jul. 
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IMPATIENS 
Impatiens wallerana 
(BALSAMINACEAE) 
 
According to the latest data from the United States Impatiens have now been the No 1 best 
selling species for the last 5 years.  It is not hard to understand why; Impatiens have 
consistent great garden performance, they last at least 6 months in our climatic conditions and 
they have an incredible colour range that will shimmer in the shadiest spot. 
 
Single Flowered Impatiens. 
 
Accent Tango Hotshot salmon and lilac.      GS 
10282 

Accent Tango Refer above.        FF 
85051 

Accent Watermelon New improved rose pink.      GS 
10286 

Accent Watermelon Refer above  .      FF 
85050 

Bright Eyes A full mix of bright, bold colours  
85040            FF 

Expo Raspberry Unique rich raspberry flowers.     GS 
10295 

Heaven’s Above A mix of raspberry, coral, violet and rose, all 
10251    with white star eye.    BPA  GS 

Impulse mix Full range of colours.       GS 
10250 

Impulse Lilac Deep lilac.        GS 
10310 

Ruby Deep cranberry flowers.      FF 
85055 

Impulse White Pure white.        GS 
10290 

Impulse White Refer above.        FF 
85055 

Misty A Scotsburn Special Blend, of Mosaic rose and lilac  
10285   together with pure white.      GS 

Peach Butterfly A Scotsburn Special Selection from the Tempo series, 
10336   of soft peach with deeper coloured butterfly eye.   GS 

 

IMPATIENS Cont’d next page 
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IMPATIENS Cont’d 
 
Sugarplum A Scotsburn Special Blend, combining rich  
10283   plum with apple-blossom pink.     GS 

Sugarplum Refer above. 
85054            FF 

Summer Berries A Scotsburn Special Blend of summer berry flavours  
10278   Cherry, Raspberry and Cranberry.  NEW for 2007 GS 

Tiny Tots A full range of colours.              MFG 
10275 

Tiny Pastels A blend of pastel colours.              MFG 
10279 

Tiny Pink Deep rose pink.               MFG 
10274 

Tiny White Pure white.                MFG 
10276 

Height 25cm 
Spacing 25 - 35cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  Sep. - Mar. 
 

Double Flowered Impatiens 
Double Impatiens are enormously popular with gardeners but quality double flowered plants 
have only been available from cuttings.  Recent breeding has seen the introduction of 
varieties with vastly improved growth habit and a higher proportion of double flowers.  Up to 
90% of flowers have a degree of doubleness, however it is important to remember that only 
25-30% of blooms are fully double.  It is also important to let your customers know that 
'doubleness' improves as the plant matures. 

Carousel mix Carousel has a dwarf, well-branched growth habit.  Flowers 
10345 range, in colour from white through salmon to orange and red. GS 

Carousel white Pure white.        GS 
10347 

 
Height 25-30cm 
Spacing 25 - 35cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  Sep. - Mar. 
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KALE 
Brassica oleracea acephala 
(BRASSICACEAE) 
 
Ornamental cabbage or flowering Kale is an annual that provides both texture and colour in 
the winter garden. 
 
Kale Ornamental Compact dwarf plants that form uniformly round heads 
10348   with slightly crinkled leaves. Best performance in the 
 cold winter months when the leaf colours of purple, red, 
 pink, cream and grey-green are at their most intense.          MFG 
 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  30-35cm 
Planting to Flower 6-8 weeks 
Available  Jan. - Jun 

 

LOBELIA 
Lobelia erinus 
(LOBELIACEAE) 
 
Lobelias are available in two distinct types; ball and trailing.  Plant through Spring for 
Summer and Autumn flowering and in Autumn for Spring flowers.  Recommended for 
borders, containers and hanging baskets. 
 
New Hybrid Varieties 
 
What characteristics do plant breeders look for when developing Lobelia varieties? The 
ability to hold a compact shape (for ball varieties) and early flowering. Riviera Lobelia 
deliver both of these attributes, being comfortably two weeks quicker to flower than other 
varieties and holding their shape exceptionally well. Such early flowering makes them great 
in garden beds, and small containers.  In larger containers and baskets, where the effect of 
spilling foliage and cascading flowers is required, try the Regatta Lobelias.  They also have 
been bred for early flowering, which is particularly important for quick retail sales. We are 
now offering a wider range of trailing Lobelia as container gardening continues to gain 
popularity. 
 
Trailing Types 
Regatta mix A blend of lilac, dark blue, sky blue, rose and white.   GS 
10359 
 

Regatta Navy Blue Dark blue with bronze foliage.     GS 
10357 
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LOBELIA  Continued 
 
Ball Types 
Cambridge Blue Mid blue flowers on green foliage.             MFG 
10400 

Crystal Palace Dark blue flowers on bronze foliage.             MFG 
10370 

Lightning Blue Striking blue flowers with white eyes.  BPA  GS 
10415 

Paper Moon White flowers on green foliage.             MFG 
10380 

String of Pearls A mix of flower and leaf colours.             MFG 
10410 

Riviera Midnight Blue Dark blue flowers on bronze foliage.    FF 
85065 

Riviera mix A mix of full colour range.      FF 
85066 

Riviera Rose Rose with a white eye.      GS 
10353 

Height   15cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 6 weeks 
Available  All year. 

 

MARIGOLD - AFRICAN 
Tagetes erecta 
(ASTERACEAE) 
 
Marigolds love the Melbourne Summer and make a wonderful display of massed colour with 
their big double, ball flowers. They enjoy a sunny position, but are frost tender and provide 
tasty snacks for snails.  Marigolds will flower over a long period; from late October through 
to April/May. 
 

Dwarf African Hybrid 
Antigua mix A vigorous dwarf variety with large ball type flowers, 
10487   suitable for cooler climates. Ideal for containers, baskets 
 and bedding plants. 
 GS 
 
Height   25 - 30cm 
Spacing  20cm. 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Aug - Feb. 
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MARIGOLD – AFRICAN Continued 

Medium-Tall hybrids. 
Excellent bedding plants, with heavily petalled double flowers, which shed water, improving 
longevity.  Ideal for mass planting and containers. 
 
Inca Orange A large flowered variety, early flowering, vigorous yet compact plants. 
10485            GS 

Jezebel A uniform hybrid mix of yellow, gold and orange with  
10480   extra large flowers.  Also known as Gay Ladies. BPA  GS 

African Queen Bright Yellow flowers.    BPA  GS 
10486 

 
Height   40cm 
Spacing  30cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Aug. - Feb. 

 

MARIGOLD - FRENCH 
Tagetes patula 
(ASTERACEAE) 
 
A range of dwarf Marigolds that grow well in the hot sun.  French Marigolds are classified 
according to their flower characteristics, most are double, some with crested centres.  They 
flower quickly, with a broad range of patterns and strong colours.  French Marigolds give one 
of the best massed colour effects of all the flowering annuals.  Marigolds are very frost tender 
and snails find them very tasty. 
 

The Boy series 
 Dwarf Boy'o'Boy Masses of large, double, ‘crested’ flowers in yellows, 
 10430   oranges and reds.  Compact plant habit.  Particularly  
 robust in hot, dry and sunny conditions.           MFG 
 

Dwarf Orange Boy Deep orange flowers.              MFG 
 10450 

 Dwarf Yellow Boy Bright lemon-yellow flowers.             MFG 
 10440 

 
Height   20-25cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available Aug. - Feb. 
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MARIGOLD – FRENCH  Continued 

Durango Series 
 Bee Uniformly shaped extra large flowers (Safari type) 5cm across. 
 85070   Bushy compact plants. Mahogany flowers edged with yellow. 
 medium-size flowers per plant.    FF 

 Orange A good strong orange.      FF 
 85073  

 Yellow Deep yellow. 
 85072           FF 
 
Simba A mix of yellow, red, tangerine and bolero (red and yellow mottled 
10481 petals). Plants are compact and have good branching habit, with many 

medium-size flowers per plant.   BPA  GS 
 
Simba Refer above      BPA  FF 
85071 
 
Height   20-25cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Available Aug. - Feb. 

 

NASTURTIUM 
Tropaeolum majus 
(TROPAEOLACEAE) 
 
Frost tender annuals that do best in full sun, but can take semi-shade.  Nasturtiums meander 
wonderfully, filling in spaces.  They are particularly good on sunny banks and in containers. 
Nasturtium leaves and flowers are edible.  In salads the leaves add a peppery flavour, while 
the yellow, red and orange flowers provide variety in colour and texture. 
 
Jewel mix Dwarf variety, compact type.  Colours include gold, scarlet, 
10490   orange sulphur yellow and red.             MFG 
 
Height 25 - 30cm 

Spacing 20 - 30cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All year. 
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NEMESIA 
Nemesia strumosa 
(SCROPHULARIACEAE) 
Nemesia is most commonly seen in Victorian gardens in the dwarf form.  Nemesia make an 
excellent early Spring display in rockeries, containers or as a border and are at their best mass 
planted.  They prefer a sunny well-drained position. 
 
Cabaret Autumn 1999 release from BPA.  
30496  Show stopping colours of yellow, golden sunset,    

 red, pink, orange and creamy white.   BPA  GS 
 
Height   20 - 30cm 
Spacing  25 - 30cm 
Planting to Flower 8 - 10 weeks 
Available  Feb. - Jul. 

PANSY 
Viola X wittrockiana 
(VIOLACEAE) 
Pansies must be one of the most popular annuals for gardens used in Melbourne.  Our climate 
allows the bright colours and pretty faces of Pansies to be seen all year (given protection from 
the hot sun in January and February).  Pansies are best known as Autumn/Winter seedlings 
but most garden centres find there is a demand for them all year.  Pansies come in such a wide 
range of colours and shades we have listed: mixes, single colours and Scotsburn Special 
Blends separately. 
 
Mixed Colours 

Can Can Crisp, clean colours with dark blotches.             MFG 
10500 

Jewel mix Small to medium clear-faced flowers in a full range of colours 
10515   including: blue, white, yellow; apricot, red, primrose,   
 Beaconsfield blue and black.      GS 

Joker An attractive mix of unusual colour combinations. 
10505                    MFG 

Mikado A blend of pastel pinks, lavenders and lemons. 
10518          BPA  GS 

Moonface A large flowered mix of ten colours mostly with distinctive faces. 
30483          BPA  GS 

Moonface Refer above. 
85160          BPA  FF 

Moonlight Bay Vibrant blue with ivory white to primrose centres. 
10510          BPA  GS 

Moonlight Bay Refer above. 
85159          BPA  FF 
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PANSY Continued 
 
Regal Ruffles Ruffled flower margins and very striking colours.           MFG 
10520 

Swiss Giant mix An open pollinated, hardy variety, with medium to large flowers. 
10504                    MFG 

Waterfall A very popular blend of blue shades and white. BPA  GS 
10513 

 
Height 15cm 
Spacing 15cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All year. 
 
Single Colours 
Blue Shades A blend of pure white, soft blue to deep purple all with dark blue 
10492   blotch                 MFG 
 

Pink Shades From the merest hint of soft pink through to burgundy, with  
10493   deeper rose blotch.               MFG 
 

Violet Shades A blend of violet shades including white, all with deep violet blotch. 
10494                     MFG 
 

Madame Butterfly Blend of vivid blues, with rich yellow centre. 
85155          BPA  FF 
 

Sea Shell From the palest blue through to rich blue, all sharing common 
85163   dark blue blotches.     BPA  FF 
 

Sherry A unique blend of warm shades, from creamy apricot, through 
10528   yellow to dark pink. Very large flower.    GS 
 

Sherry As above.  .      FF 
85148 
 

Swiss Giant Blue Dark blue with blotch.             MFG 
10495 
 

Swiss Giant Red Red with golden eye and blotch.            MFG 
10498 
 

Swiss Giant White Clear faced white.              MFG 
10496 
 

Swiss Giant Yellow Clear faced yellow.              MFG 
10497 
 

Turbo Orange Blotch Large orange flowers with dark blotch.    GS 
10506 

Turbo Purple Rich velvety purple flowers with dark blotch.   GS 
10507 

Universal Pure White Large pure white blooms with a yellow eye.    GS 
10523  
PANSY Cont’d next page
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PANSY Cont’d 
 
Scotsburn Special Blends 
Fireside A warm blend of orange, yellow and scarlet, together with  
30481   Wink red and Wink yellow.      GS 

Lemon Drops Large flowered mix of lemons through to solid gold.   GS 
10521 

Marrakesh Evoking the exotic Middle East, a blend of purple and orange 
10522   blotched and clear faced Delta pansies.    GS 

Marrakesh Refer above. 
85140            FF 

Pandora’s Box A unique colour range from purple through mauve to  
10527   terra cotta.        GS 

Pandora’s Box Refer above. 
85145            FF 

Pandora’s Passion The delicious colours of passionfruit. Small to medium  
10526   flowers.        GS 

Pandora’s Passion Refer above. 
85146            FF 

Pensive A striking blend of dark eyed lemon, claret and azure blue. 
30482            GS 

Pensive Refer above. 
85150            FF 

Portsea Gold, buttermilk and rich purple faced pansies. 
10503            GS 

Portsea Refer above. 
85169            FF 

Sorrento A crisp mix of clear faced white, yellow and blue. Perfect for  
10509   containers around the pool or on the patio.    GS 

Tuscan Memories A rich blend of dark red and orange clear faced pansies. 
10508   Strong vibrant colours that compliment one another beautifully. GS 

Wine & Roses A rich blend of burgundy, rose and tawny red.   GS 
10524 

 

PANSY Cont’d next page
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PANSY Cont’d 
 

Magic Series An excellent variety of small to medium flowered pansies, very free flowering. 
Plant habit is both compact and sturdy. 
 
Citrus Crush A blend of golden yellow, primrose and orange. 
10519            GS 

Citrus Crush Refer above. 
85139            FF 

Ember Burnt orange, russet, apricot and golden yellow.   FF 
85142 

Mist Deep purple, lilac, rose and creamy white    GS 
10252 

Mist Deep Refer above.       FF 
85143 

Temptation A good range of primrose, plum, apricot, lilac and purple  GS 
10511 

Temptation Refer above.        FF 
85141 

 
Peko Series Selected from the best hybrid seed available, vigorous, compact plants that have 
excellent heat and cold tolerance. Available only in Funky Flower packs. 
 
Apricot Drift Subtle apricot shades from cream through to russet, with face. 
10517            GS 

Apricot Drift Refer above. 
85161            FF 

Buttercup A rich clear faced yellow.      FF 
85164 

Midnight Blue Deep midnight blue with dark velvety face.    FF 
85168 

Rose Rich clear faced rose-pink. 
85167            FF 

White Crisp white clear face. 
85162            FF 

Height   15cm 
Spacing 15cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All year. 
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PETUNIA 
Petunia x hybrida 
(SOLANACEAE) 
Petunia, originally a cultivar from Argentina, is now one of the most popular Summer 
flowering annuals. Each year the range of Petunia cultivars increases and their flowers seem 
to become more stunning. Flowers are basically trumpet-shaped, many cultivars being ruffled 
and/or double petalled adding to the impact they create in the garden. 
 
Petunias are able to tolerate a wide range of weather conditions.  They thrive in light, fertile, 
well-drained soil in a sunny position.  Water sparingly during dry spells as over-watering 
spoils their flowers.  Heavy Summer rain storms often create havoc with Petunias, however 
recently released Petunias have been breed especially to tolerate extreme weather conditions, 
as well as maintaining very compact and uniform growth. Excellent examples of these 
weather tolerant varieties which we recommend included the fantastic Fiesta series (single 
colours) and Scotsburn Special Blends. 
Petunias are very versatile; they can be used as bedding plants for massed display, borders, 
rockeries, containers, window boxes and hanging baskets. 
 
The Petunias we grow come in two types: 
 Grandiflora, large showy flowers. 
 Multiflora, slightly smaller flowers. 

The difference?  Not much, once in full bloom there are so 
many flowers the foliage is mostly hidden. 

 
Grandiflora varieties 
Fiesta series  
Fiesta petunias have that “wow” factor!  We have selected from the very best hybrid Petunias 
available to create a range that can guarantee your customers, success.  How?  First by 
choosing varieties that produce strong, vigorous and compact plants.  Then we select for 
vibrant flowers that hold their colour in all weather conditions.  Give your gardeners success 
and they’ll keep coming back for more. 
 
Grandiflora single flowered mixes: 
Blue Harmony Scotsburn Special Blend, of blue shades with hints of 
12010   mauve and pink.       GS 

Blue Harmony Refer above. 
85080            FF 

Britannia Scotsburn Special Blend, of red white and blue 
12000   some with a white star.      GS 

Colour Parade Popular mix, good range of solid colours, some with stripes.         MFG 
10800 

Coonawarra Star Scotsburn Special Blend, of rich burgundy together with  
10908   burgundy star.        GS 

Coral Sands Scotsburn Special Blend, of coral, watermelon 
12020   and butter cream.       GS 
 
PETUNIA - Cont’d next page 
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PETUNIA - Cont’d 
 
Coral Sands Refer above. 
85090            FF 

Express Star mix Large flowered mix of strong colours with white star centres. 
10628                    MFG 

Fiesta mix An exotic range of 20 colours, some veined, all with ruffled edge. GS 
10900 

Ice mix Improved Picotee - solid colours, including blue, scarlet, rose,  
10603   velvet with white petal margin, giving extra dimension to the  
 flower.                 MFG 

Moonface Selected from the Bravo Series. Nine bright colours, in light and dark 
10600 shades of yellow, blue and red. Compact plants and weather tolerant. 
 BPA  GS 

Moonface Refer above.      BPA  FF 
85100 

Sugarplum A Scotsburn Special Blend, combining rich plum with  
10906   apple-blossom pink.       GS 

 

Grandiflora individual colours: 

Fiesta Series 
 Midnight Velvet Dark velvety blue.      GS 
 10606 

 Fiesta Rose Deep rose.       FF 
 85106 

 Fiesta Ruby Rich burgundy.      GS 
 10627 

 Fiesta White Pure White. Highly recommended.    GS 
 10609 

 Fiesta White As above.       FF 
 85105 

Flamingo Soft chiffon pink.     BPA  GS 
10635 

Ultra White Pure White.                MFG 
10570 

 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Aug - Jan. 
 
PETUNIA - Cont’d next page 
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PETUNIA - Cont’d 
 
Grandiflora double:  
Coconut Ice A dreamy soft orchid pink double petunia that matures  
10542   to a lighter more delicate shade, with very large flowers. 
 Some flowers have white splashes.       GS
 
Devonshire Tea A Scotsburn Special Blend from the Double Cascade series 
10755   of rich ripe summer berries and cream. Large double ball  
 shaped flowers with a ruffled edge.     GS 

Devonshire Tea Refer above. 
85110            FF 

Giant Victorious Large flowered doubles in a very attractive colour range, 
10540   including bi-colours.       GS 

Neptune The 2005 Flower of the Year, Australia’s first  
10541   truly double, dark blue grandiflora petunia. 

The large deep blue flowers feature occasional flecks  
 of white on petal edges.       BPA  GS 

 
Neptune
85112   Refer above.        BPA  FF 

 
Sonata Big, pure white, double flowers.     GS 
10610 
 
Height  30cm 
Spacing 25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Aug  - Jan. 
 
Multiflora 
Multiflora Petunias are popular for their vigorous growth, masses of medium sized flowers and 
good weather tolerance. 
 
Multiflora single flowered: 

Carpet series 
 Carpet Butter Cream Creamy yellow with deeper yellow throat.  GS 
 10629 

 Dreamtime A Scotsburn Special Blend, of light, mid and dark blue, with 
 10750  Butter Cream highlights.      GS 

 Songlines A Scotsburn Special Blend, of strong colours that will really  
 10751  make an impact including: burgundy, flame, and sky blue with 
 white for highlights.       GS 

PETUNIA - Cont’d next page 
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PETUNIA - Cont’d 
Bobby Dazzler A brilliant blend with wide colour range, including           MFG 
40142   veined types. 

Satin and Silk An attractive blend of pastel shades.     GS 
10582 

Sugar and Spice Mixture of five veined colours, salmon, lavender, 
10602   red, rose and orchid.       GS 

Stereo mix The mix comprises sixteen veined and solid flower colours  
10580   including white and Summer Madness.  (Mind you we can’t  
 guarantee 16 separate colours in each punnet).           MFG 
Waterfall A collection of cool blue shades, plus white.  BPA  GS 
10588 

Multiflora double flowered 
Bonanza mix Early flowering, compact habit, with good weather tolerance. 
10560   A good blend of colours, including bi-colours.           MFG 
 

Height  30cm 
Spacing 25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Aug - Jan. 
 

POLYANTHUS 
Primula veris elatior  
(PRIMULACEAE) 
 
An old favourite with Melbourne gardeners, large strong flowers held aloft on a central stem.  
Bright, bold colours.  Frost tolerant; perform best in a sunny position.  This year we have 
included single colours in our range. 
 

Claude Wood strain Bred and produced by Claude and Gary Wood 
30556    with Melbourne conditions in mind.    
 For vigour, hardiness, flower size and stunning  
 colours, Melbourne’s own Polys are a must.           MFG 
Hoopla A Scotsburn Special Blend. All flowers have a  
30557   red loop surrounding a yellow eye. Colours 
 include a range of rose, pale pinks and salmon 
 through to yellow.      GS 

Pacific Giant mix Complete colour range.     GS 
30550 

Pacific Blue Shades From pale to deep blue.     GS 
30551 

POLYANTHUS Continued next page 
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POLYANTHUS Continued 

Pacific Scarlet Scarlet and deep red shades.     GS 
30553  

Pacific White Shades Either solid white or with a yellow eye.   GS 
30554 

Pacific Yellow  Shades From pale lemon to deep golden yellow.   GS 
30555 
 

Height   30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Feb - Jul. 
 

POPPY 
Papaver Spp. 
(PAPAVERACEAE) 
Gardeners have always loved the simplicity of the Iceland Poppy. Plant, once Autumn starts 
to cool, in a sunny position for late Winter and Spring flowering. Excellent for cut flowers. 
 
Matilda Especially bred for Australian conditions.  Each plant can  
30250   have as many as twenty blooms at one time.  Comes in a   
 good colour range.     BPA  GS 

Summer Promise Good strong stems, large flowers and broad colour range. 
40148                    MFG 
 
Height   30 - 50cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Mar - Jul. 
 

Anzac Day’s symbol of remembrance, the Flanders Poppy is a brilliant red flower with a 
black centre. 
 
Flanders Red Flanders Poppy, sweetly scented, annual field 
30256   poppy which will readily naturalise in the garden.   
 Stunning scarlet flower with black centres, silk    
 like in texture. Frost tender.      GS 
 
Height   variable from 30-90cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower Plant in Autumn for Spring/Summer flowering. 
Available  Mar - Jul. 
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PORTULACA 
Portulaca grandiflora 
(PORTULACACEAE) 
“Ports” are succulent plants that grow very well in sandy soils.  Their semi-double flowers 
come in hot pinks; oranges, reds and yellows that have a translucent sheen, which makes 
them, glitter in the sun.  Portulaca seedlings start selling in Melbourne in September but are 
better not planted until all chance of frost has passed. They will bring a touch of brilliance to 
that dry sunny spot in the garden. 
 

Cocktail A rich carpet of fully double flowers in; red, yellow, orange, deep pink,  
10652 and all the shades between.  Cocktail Ports, from the Sundial series, 

have been bred for compact growth habit and flowers that will 
stay open longer than any other Portulaca.   BPA  GS 

Night Owl A showy mix of semi-double and double blooms; including bright   
10650  oranges and yellows through to soft pastel shades.            MFG 

Pink Spice A Scotsburn Special Blend, selected from the Sundial series, with 
10654  fully double flowers in beautiful tropical colours of fuchsia, cream, 

peppermint and pink.         GS 

Sunburst A Scotsburn Special Blend, selected from the Sundial series, with fully 
10653  double flowers in sunny citrus colours of orange, yellow and crisp white. GS 

Sunseeker mix A new variety with more compact growth habit double flowers. 
85125   Richly coloured, fully double flowers.    FF 
 
Height   20cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Oct - Feb. 

 

PRIMULA 
Primrose 
(PRIMULACEAE) 
A large family of perennials that do best in cool conditions.  Primulas vary widely in style, 
colour, and texture and are always a favourite in Winter gardens. 

P. acaulis 
A primula variety, fast becoming one of the most popular bedding plants.  P. acaulis leaves 
form a compact rosette.  The multiple flowers grow one per short stalk from the centre of the 
leaf rosette rather than from a central stem.  Colours are clear and bold. 

Danova mix Early to mid-season flowering. Twelve strong colours.  FF 
85129 

Diamond Mix A good range of all colours.      GS 
30490 

PRIMULA Continued next page 
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PRIMULA Continued 
 
Scotsburn Special Blends 
Cinnabar A Scotsburn Special Blend.   Autumn tones of tangerine, 
30505   salmon, cream and scarlet, all with yellow eye.   GS 

Kismet A Scotsburn Special Blend.   A mix of blue with red eye,  
30506   light blue, lemon, magenta and pink.     GS 

Seaspray Seaspray a blend from the Quantum series,  
30507   bred for extra early flowering and compact     
 growth, in jaunty nautical colours: white,    
 golden yellow and dark blue, all with yellow eye.   GS 

Seaspray Refer above.        FF 
85128    
 
Height   20cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Mar - Jul. 
 

P. malacoides. 
The ‘Chinese Fairy Primrose’ P. malacoides flowers are described as candelabra type owing 
to their rather dainty arrangement of whorls around a fine central stem.  In Melbourne they 
are best grown in full sun to semi-shade to keep plants compact, and prevent the 
establishment of Botrytis (fungal disease), but gardeners need to be aware that they can be 
burnt by heavy frosts.  Colours range from white through to various shades of pink to deep 
purple. 
Primula malacoides give one of the best massed colour displays for late July/August.  They 
also make great container plants with long lasting flowers that can be moved indoors for short 
periods. 
P. malacoides is a perennial species that is usually treated as an annual.  The foliage contains 
the natural pest repellent Primin making it resistant to most common garden pests and 
diseases (except Botrytis).  Primin, however, may also cause allergic reactions in some 
people.  The Primin content of P. malacoides is lower than in P. obconica so they are much 
less likely to cause allergies. 
 
Carmine Glow Magenta.                MFG 
30300 

Gilhams White White.                 MFG 
30260 

Lavender Lady Lavender.                MFG 
30270 

Lollipops A mix of carmine, lavender, ruby and white.            MFG 
30310 

PRIMULA malacoides Continued next page 
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PRIMULA malacoides Continued 

Promenade Solid colours of salmon, two shades of pink, lavender and  
30545   white. Bi-colours have darker eye with lighter edges.  
 BPA  GS 

Ruby Queen Ruby red.                MFG 
30290 

Royalty Lipstick pink.                MFG 
30280 

Zoom mix Shades of crimson, lavender, pink, salmon and white.  FF 
85126 

Zoom White Clear white.        FF 
85127 
 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Mar - Jul. 
 

P. Obconica. 
Primula obconica are closely related to P. malacoides being short lived perennials and having 
similar slightly hairy foliage, and candelabra type, whorled flowers.  P. obconica is popular as 
a container variety as it has a broader colour range than P. malacoides, including true blues, 
reds and apricots. 

Hybrid obconicas are true Greenhouse plants, that will grow well in a bright sheltered 
position and can be taken indoors for a few days at a time, any longer however and they will 
begin to lose colour and the foliage will stretch and ruin the plant’s compact shape.  

Libre series 
An early and basal branching crop, ideal for pots or bedding.  Libre is bred to be totally free 
of Primin, to which many gardeners are allergic, it has however, retained good resistance to 
insect pests. 

Libre mix Mid blue, lavender, salmon, magenta, pink and white.  GS 
30560 

Libre White White.         GS 
30561 

 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks  
Available  March - Jul. 
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SALVIA 
Salvia farinacea 
(LAMIACEAE) 
The farinacea Salvias are the tall blue and white types. They are often confused with lavender 
and are well suited to cottage gardens. Bushy grey green foliage. 

Gemstone Blue Deep blue.      BPA  GS 
10680 

Rennaisance Blue A new variety, very hardy and ideal for landscaping.   
85255            FF 

Height   40 - 50cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 9 weeks 
Available  Oct - Dec. 
 

Salvia splendens 
(LAMIACEAE) 
A popular bedding plant for both the home garden and landscaping.  Bright red flowers are 
held on upright stalks.  Frost tender. 

Bonfire Tall, good for background planting.             MFG 
10660 

Sizzler mix A very compact dwarf variety, early to flower. Excellent colour range  
85250   including several bi-colours.      FF 

Height   25 - 30cm – Dwarf 
 40 - 50cm – Tall 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 9 weeks 
Available  Oct - Dec. 

 

SNAPDRAGON 
Antirrhinum majus 
(SCROPHULARIACEAE)  
Brightly coloured two lipped flowers borne on spikes.  Taller varieties make excellent cut 
flowers and give a tremendous show when background planted.  Dwarf varieties are excellent 
for border planting. 

Coronette A medium variety, vigorous plants with large blooms.  Tolerant to  
10695  adverse weather.  Good colour range.              MFG 

Height   45 - 50cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All Year. 
 
SNAPDRAGON Continued next page 
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SNAPDRAGON Continued 

Jelly Beans A unique mix of colours; yellow, red, carmine, white, lilac, and white and lilac 
10697  bi-colour. A medium sized Snapdragon, prefers full sun and is early to bloom. 
 BPA GS 

Height   35 - 40cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All Year. 
 
Dwarf Varieties 
Berry Delight A Scotsburn Special Blend from the Montego series. A trouble-free  
10691  dwarf plant. Flower colours in delicious berry shades and cream.  GS 

Berry Delight Refer above. 
85130         .   FF 

Camelot An improved dwarf variety, early to flower with several flushes of 
10696 flowers to follow. Great in pots or as a bedding plant. 
 Good colour range.      BPA  GS 

Montego Bay A new dwarf mixture, early to flower. Very compact  
85135 growth habit. Flowers are on top of the foliage. 
 Good colour range.        FF 

Tahiti A dwarf variety, very early to flower, repeated flushes of flower 
10690  Good colour range.                MFG 

Toffee Apple A Scotsburn Special Blend from the Montego series, a flush of scarlet, 
10692  coral and honey comb. Stablemate to the very popular Berry Delight. 

 GS 
Toffee Apple Refer above. 
85136            FF 
 
Height   25 - 30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  All Year. 
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STOCK 
Matthiola incana 
(BRASSICACAE) 
One of the most fragrant bedding plants. Stock always contains a percentage of single female 
flowers, which tend to bloom first.  Plant in sun-semi shaded position.  Excellent cut flower. 

Austral Tall branching type, with wide colour range.            MFG 
30350 

Height   50 - 60cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 12 weeks 
Available  Feb - Aug. 
 

SWEET PEA 
Lathyrus odoratus 
(FABACEAE) 
A sweetly fragrant popular annual, with colourful butterfly-like blossoms on strong stems. 
Bush and tall climbing varieties mostly with tendrils.  

Bijou A dwarf bush variety sweetly perfumed large flowers in white pink red 
30340  a wide mix of colours; crimson, mauve, and blue.            MFG 

Height   35-40cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All year. 

 

SWEET WILLIAM 
Dianthus barbatus 
(CARYOPHYLLACEAE) 
A biennial, but mostly treated as an annual. Subtle clove fragrance and single fringed flowers. 
Sun or semi-shade position. Remove spent flowers to promote further blooms. 
 
Double mix Double and semi-double flowers, in white, pink, crimson  
40180  and purple shades.                MFG 
 
Height   40 - 50cm 
Spacing  25cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All year. 
 
Wee Willie Dwarf variety, single flowers with a fragrant perfume.  Flower early,  
10700  over an extended period.               MFG 
 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All year. 
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VERBENA 
Verbena x hybrida 
(VERBENACEAE) 
An excellent drought resistant bedding plant providing a colourful carpet display.  Dainty 
florets form ball shaped flower heads; most florets have a white eye.  Colour range includes 
reds, pinks, white, blue and purple. 
 
Obsession mix A variety with improved vigour and disease resistance, very uniform  
85230   growth habit. Excellent colour range.     FF 

Obsession Delta Blues A Scotsburn Special Blend of cool blue, burgundy and white. 
85235    growth habit. Excellent colour range.    FF 
 
Height   30cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Oct - May. 

 

VINCA 
Catharanthus roseus 
(APOCYNACEAE) 
 
Commonly known as Periwinkle, Vinca likes hot dry conditions.  They have handsome dark 
green foliage and flowers with five flat open petals with contrasting eye. 
 
Dynasty Series 
An improved variety with handsome glossy green foliage and compact growth habit. 
 

Pacifica mix A unique range of colours, including burgundy, deep  
 10669   pinks, red with white eye and coral.            MFG 

 Dynasty mix Refer above. 
 85200         BPA  FF 

 Snowflake Pure White Vinca.  Simple! 
 10721   NEW for 2007 GS 

 
Height   35cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Oct - Feb. 
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VIOLA 
Viola cornuta 
(VIOLACEAE) 
 
Violas are relatives of Pansies, characterised by masses of small flowers. 
 
Penny White Pure white. Excellent weather tolerance.    FF 
85195 
 

Rhapsody in Blue Small flowers of an intense blue, paler at the outer edge with a  
30588   yellow eye.      BPA         MFG 
 

Space Crystal mix Medium to small (Pansy sized) clear-faced flowers. 
30450   A full range of solid colours.             MFG 
 

Velour mix Small flowers with a great range of colours. 
30587                   MFG 
 
Height   15cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All Year. 
 
Scotsburn Special Blends 
 

The Penny Viola series is one of the most exciting breeding advances we have seen 
improving plant habit, vigour, disease resistance and both hot and cold weather tolerance.  
We have selected stable-mates Pee Wee and Pipsqueak from this series. 

Pee Wee A snappy combination of orange, yellow, and violet flare. 
30562            GS 

Pee Wee Refer above. 
85180            FF 

Pipsqueak Featuring Azure Wing, Violet Flare and Primrose.  Only the  
30584   picture can tell this story.      GS 

Pipsqueak Refer above. 
85190            FF 
 

Sorbet Series 
The Sorbet Viola series has excellent vigour, is early and free flowering. Growth habit is 
compact with masses of flowers held above the foliage. Colour range is very distinctive. New 
release Viola Demure is from the Sorbet series. 

Demure A classic beauty, Antique Surprise (claret with gold 
30563  throat and edge), Lilac Ice and Coconut    GS 
 

Demure Refer above. 
85170           FF 
 
Height   15cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  All Year. 
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ZINNIA 
Zinnia elegans 
(ASTERACEAE) 
A very showy annual, both frost tender and heat tolerant.  Large daisy flowers are borne on 
erect, hairy stems, in a range of clear colours - except blue.  Sun loving. 
 
Thumbelina An old favourite dwarf variety with button type flowers. 
30364   Colour range is very bright and bouncy.   GS 

Height   20cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 7 weeks 
Available  Oct - Jan. 
 
State Fair mix A tall showy variety, with large flowers up to 12cm across.  
30363   Good resistance to disease.  Excellent colour range.   GS 

 
Height   60 - 80cm 
Spacing  20cm 
Planting to Flower 8 weeks 
Available  Oct - Jan. 
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FUNKY FLOWER PACKS 
 

Advanced Seedlings 
2 x 10 cell packs per tray 

 

85004 ALYSSUM Easter Bonnet 
85005 ALYSSUM Snow Crystals 
85021 CELOSIA Kimono mix 
85020 DIANTHUS Diamond mix 
85019 DIANTHUS Corona Cherry Magic 
85022 GAZANIA Kiss Bronze Star 
85028 GAZANIA Kiss Golden Yellow 
85023 GAZANIA Kiss Mahogany 
85029 GAZANIA Kiss mix 
85024 GAZANIA Kiss Rose 
85026 GAZANIA Kiss White 
85031 GYPSOPHILA Gypsy Rose 
85040 IMPATIENS Bright Eyes 
85055 IMPATIENS Ruby 
85054 IMPATIENS Sugarplum 
85051 IMPATIENS Tango 
85053 IMPATIENS White 

85050 IMPATIENS Watermelon 
85065 LOBELIA Riviera Midnight Blue 
85066 LOBELIA Riviera mix 
85070 MARIGOLD Durango Bee 
85073 MARIGOLD Durango Orange 
85072 MARIGOLD Durango Yellow 
85071 MARIGOLD Simba     BPA 
85155 PANSY Madam Butterfly     BPA 
85142 PANSY Magic Ember 
85139 PANSY Magic Citrus Crush 
85143 PANSY Magic Mist 
85141 PANSY Magic Temptation 
85140 PANSY Marrakesh 

85160 PANSY Moonface           BPA 
85159 PANSY Moonlight Bay 
85145 PANSY Pandora’s Box 
85146 PANSY Pandora’s Passion 
85161 PANSY Peko Apricot Drift 
85164 PANSY Peko Buttercup 

85168  PANSY Peko Midnight Blue 

85162 PANSY Peko Pure White 

85167 PANSY Peko Rose 

85169 PANSY Portsea 

85163 PANSY Sea Shell         BPA 
85148 PANSY Sherry 
 

Continued next page. 
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FUNKY FLOWER PACKS Cont’d 
 

Advanced Seedlings 
2 x 10 cell packs per tray 

 

85080 PETUNIA Blue Harmony 

85081 PETUNIA Coconut Ice 

85090 PETUNIA Coral Sands 

85110 PETUNIA Devonshire Tea (double) 
85115 PETUNIA Fiesta Midnight Velvet 
85106 PETUNIA Fiesta Rose 
85105 PETUNIA Fiesta White 
85100 PETUNIA Moonface          BPA 
85112 PETUNIA Neptune        BPA      (double) 
85125 PORTULACA Sunseeker mix 

85129 PRIMROSE Danova mix 
85128 PRIMROSE Seaspray 
85126 PRIMULA Zoom mix 
85127 PRIMULA Zoom white 
85255 SALVIA Renaissance Blue 
85250 SALVIA Sizzler mix 
85130 SNAPDRAGON Berry Delight 

85135 SNAPDRAGON Montego Bay 
85136 SNAPDRAGON Toffee Apple 
85235 VERBENA Obsession Delta Blues 
85230 VERBENA Obsession mix 
85200 VINCA Dynasty        BPA 
85170 VIOLA Demure 

85180 VIOLA Pee Wee 

85195 VIOLA Penny White 
85190 VIOLA Pipsqueak 
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POTTED COLOUR 

Designed for the Ultimate Garden. 
 

SEASONAL SPECIALS Premium colour pots. Various sizes 
 

CINERARIA Miranda   125mm CYCLAMEN Halios   200mm 
70019 70066 
 
CYCLAMEN Latinia (Medium) 125mm CYCLAMEN Miracle   (Mini)  100mm 
70065 70060 
 
GERBERA Jaguar   125mm HELLEBORUS  Orientalis 125mm 
70010 70800 
 
PETUNIA Shiralee  (BPA)  200mm PRIMULA Obconica - Libre  200mm 
70021 70020 
 

FUNKY FLOWER POTS  Colourful 200mm Pots 5 per box 
 

Wherever possible Scotsburn Special Blends are used as pot lines, complimenting our Great Scot 
Seedling range. 
 
COSMOS  Dwarf mix DIANTHUS  Diamond mix 
60547 60550 
 
DIANTHUS  Corona Cherry Magic DIGITALIS  Debutante 
60548 60551 
 
ESCHSCHOLTZIA Lemon Drops IMPATIENS  Scotsburn Special Blend 
60553 60570 
 
KALE   Ornamental MARIGOLD  Antigua 
60575 60600 
 
PANSY   Scotsburn Special Blend PETUNIA  Scotsburn Special Blend 
60630 60640 
 
PRIMULA  Ballerina SNAPDRAGON  Chimes 
60670 60690 
 
VERBENA  Obsession VIOLA   Scotsburn Special Blend 
60710 60700 
 
ASSORTED  
60500  
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FUNKY FLOWER POTS  Colourful 100mm Pots  20 per box 
 

Wherever possible Scotsburn Special Blends are used as pot lines, complimenting our Great Scot 
Seedling range. 
 
ALYSSUM  Alice white ALYSSUM  Pastel 
60020 60021 
 
ARENARIA  Montana BEGONIA  Organdy mix 
60220 60210 
 
CALENDULA  Fiesta Gitana CHRYSANTHEMUM Snowland 
60040 60050 
 
CINERARIA  Silver Dust DAHLIA   Diablo 
60055 60060 
 
DIANTHUS  Diamond mix ERIGERON  Profusion 
60070 60080 
 
ESCHSCHOLTZIA Lemon Drops GAZANIA  Mini Star mix 
60078 60090 
 
GODETIA  Satin IMPATIENS  Expo mix 
60107 60100 
 
KALE   Ornamental LINARIA  Fantasy 
60104 60105 
 
LIVINGSTONE DAISY Circus mix LOBELIA  Midnight Blue 
60110 60120 
 
LOBELIA  White MARIGOLD  Antigua 
60121 60135 
 
MARIGOLD  Janie NEMESIA  Sundrops 
60130 60323 
 
NIEREMBERGIA  Mont Blanc PANSY     Delta 
60320 60140 
 
PETUNIA  Fiesta PORTULACA  Sundial 
60150 60160 
 
PRIMULA  Zoom  mix PRIMROSE  Acaulis Diamond 
60170 60180 
 
SALVIA   Victoria Blue SNAPDRAGON  Montego Bay 
60247 60255 
 
VERBENA  Romance VINCA   Pacifica mix 
60200 60290 
 
ZINNIA    Magellan ZINNIA   Profusion 
60730 60740 
 
ZINNIA   Stardust VIOLA   Penny 
60300 60190 
 
ASSORTED  
69999  
 


